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Abstract
The method of definition of cathode material yield rate on the basis of quantitative spectral analysis is offerred. This uncontact diagnostical method allowes to detect the erosion characteristics of gas-fed hollow cathodes.
The presented method was applied at researches of erosion characteristics of
W-Ba and La4Bcathodes, which had worked on inert gas.
The method was also approbized at researches of nitrogen and oxygen enviroment influence on hollow cathode erosion value.
The spectral method of cathode erosion definition may find it's application at
development and realization of techniques of hollow cathode -accelerated tests
for determination of their reliability and durability.
Introduction
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The major characteristics of Electric Power Thruster's cathode are the lifetime,
determined, basically, by rate of it's erosion. To calculate erosion value with
sufficient accuracy outcoming only from theoretical preconditions is not possible
presently.
In this connection the spesific role is acquired by development of experimental
methods of cathode erosion rate definition.
The offered method of cathode's erosion rate definition is based on
quantative spectral analysis. This uncontact diagnostical method makes possible
to registrate measured parameter during experiment progress and to receive erosion characteristics of gas hollow cathode operately.
Methodical grounds of cathode erosion

spectral detecting
During the operation the cathode material yields into plasmaflow because of
it's erosion. Then this material is excited by non-elastic collisions with plasma
electrones and spectral lines of cathode material appeares in plasma radiation
spectrum. It is possible to determine the cathode erosion value by intensity of
this lines inone of sections of cathode plasma outflow.
This method is enough sensitive to determine the output of cathode material
into discharge plasma.
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The main rules of erosion rate calculation method developed by us are
submitted in [1]. The base of this optical spectroscopical method is consist of
coronal model, accepted for mathematical description of arc discharge plasma
radiation.
The radiation intensity of cathode material spectral line, which is caused by
electron transference from level "k" to level "i", is determined as [2):
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where hv - transference energy;
A - transference probability;
I - plasma length along optical axe;

nk - density of electron concentration on level "k".
Electron concentration on level "k" is determined so:
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where r - middle atom lifetime in excited state;
ne - electron density;

K - factor of collision excitement rate;
N - density of cathode material particles in normal state.
The formula [3j was used while definition of cathode material yield value:

A'cm = Nm VS

(3)

where m - particle mass, kg;

V - middle speed of axe movement of yielded particles, m/s;

S - discharge cross-section area, m2.

If the mass of cathode material particles don't differ strdngly from the mass of
plasmagenerate gas particles then we may equate the middle outflowing speed
of
cathode material yielded particles to speed of plasmagenerate gas movement.
Since cathode material particles, which gets into plasma flow, ionizes themselves partially then in common case we need to find and summ the value
of ~,cm
for atoms and ions.
It is important to mark, that value of Ilcm is lower on 4-6
orders then
plasmagenerate gas consumption in usual operational regimes of gas-fed hollow
In that case the presence of cathode material particles in plasma flow

Scathodes.
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don't influence practically on characteristics of this flow, as well as on values of
electron temperature Te and electron density ne.
The lines with maximum intensity were choosen for measurings. It's an
opportunity to use resonance electron transferences which has high intensity in
the comparable low-thermal plasma of hollow cathode. Except that, the known
resonance electron tansferences of radiated cathode material elements are situated
in that spectrum area, where it is possible to rich high measurement exhactness.
In common case of quantitative spectral analysis the restrictions on plasma parameters changes in studied section are not imposed. For definition of cathode
material particles concentration it is necessary the knowledge of electronic density and electronic temperature. Their significances were received with help of
electrical probes, placed in studied area of external pole of hollow cathode
discharge.
As far as the gas-fed cathodes of two types were investigated: equiped by WBa and LaB 6 emitters and operated on inert gas (xenon), were measured the
intensities of spectral lines of Ba, W, La, B and Xe. If the sensitivity of spectral
instruments did not permit to reveal the ions of some mentioned elements, then it
was considered, that their concentration is considerably low from concentration
of atoms, i.e. we neglected the ionization.
Spectral method was calibrated with attraction of method of weighing. Has
been shown satisfactory concurrence of results of cathode erosion definition,
measured by spectral method and method of weighing for pure material (cathode
orifice) and for simple chemical connection (LaB 6 emitter). Because of complexity
of chemical structure of Ba-emitters and for lack of knoweledges of physicalchemical processes which lead to activator output from cathode the satisfactory
coinsiding of calibration results were conditioned by introdusing of special
factor, which was determined experimentally.
Experimental instruments
Operated on xenon cathodes with W-Ba and LaB6 emitters were used for
receiption of their erosion characteristics in ranges of discharge currents I = (1-60)
A and xenon consumption through cathodel = (0.1 - 1.0) mg/s.
For execution of researches the vacuum chamber of volume 2.5 m3 was used,
the vacuum was created at help of turbomolecular pumps. The pure vacuum was
10-3 Pa.
For registration of spectral lines intensities the spectral complex KSVU-23 was
applied, which is intended for registration of radiation spectrum in ranges from
200 to 1200 nm with subsequent mathematical processing of researches results.
The electronic temperature and electronic density were measured by single
electrical probes, which have characteristic sizes L= 1 mm d=0.06 mm, and which
could be moved in axial and radial directions.
Experimental results
There are submitted the voltage-current characteristics of W-Ba-emitter
cathode at constant xenon consumptions on fig.1, and the dependences of Ba-

emitter yield and W-orifice accordingly from discharge current at the same xenon

consumptions on fig.2 and 3.
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The spectral control permits to evaluate the resource of W-Ba-emitter.
On basis of being presented experimental data was established that at correct.
organization of operational regimes of W-Ba cathode the matrix of emitter (W)
practically don't erodiate, only activator yield take place. The emitter W-matrix
yield is on 2-3 orders lower then Ba-activator yield. Thus we may think, that the
resource of emitter is stipulated by size of activator stock and yield rate.
The method of spectral definition of cathode erosion value was applied for
choosing of rational operational regimes of cathode.
On fig. 4 the dependence of reduced erosion value of LaB-cathode from
discharge parameters at gas consumption MXe=0. 2 mg/s is shown, which permits
not only to define the level of cathode erosion, but also to evaluate rapidly the
cathode emission ability. While this the spectral method permits to define the
most rational regime or number of regimes, where cathode erosion is minimum.
The spectral method was also approbized at definition of influence of nitrogen
and oxygen environment on value of erosion of gas-fed hollow cathodes, which
were operated on inert gases (xenon, argon).
Conclusions
The offerred method of express evaluation of gas-fed hollow cathode erosion
rate, based on quantitative spectral analysis, permits to receive the erosion
characteristics of studied cathodes operatively.
The results of spectral definition of cathode erosion are satisfactory agreeed
with results of weight-method.
The method was approbized at valuation of resource W-Ba and La-B 6 emitters
of hollow cathode and at definition of rational operational regimes of
cathode.Besides this method was used at researches of influence of nitrogen and
oxygen environment on cathode erosion value.
The conducted researches have shown abilities and high efficiency of spectral
method.
The method can also be useful at development and realization of techniques of
accelerated tests of gas-fed hollow cathodes with the purpose of definition their
reliability and durability.
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Fig. I.Hollow cathode
voltage-current
characteristics,
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Fig.2.Erosion rate versus
discharge current
for W-Ba emitter.
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Fig.3.Erosion rate versus
discharge current
for W orifice.
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Fig.4.Redused erosion rate
versus discharge parameters for LaB6 emitter.
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